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The LHCb observation [1] was further 
supported by another two articles 
by the same group [2,3]:

Why pentaquark
states?



The pentaquark as a compact five quark 
state

• Using group theory 
techniques we found 
that the compact 
pentaquark states 
belong to to an SU(3) 
flavour octet. 

• The masses of the octet 
pentaquark states were 
calculated by means of 
a G!̈rsey-Radicati mass 
formula extension.

• The partial decay widths were calculated by means of 
an effective Lagrangian:



The hidden-charm pentaquarks as 
meson-baryon molecule with coupled 

channel systems for #$∗	Λ( and 	)∗*+∗

u Near the thresholds, resonances are expected to have a  non trivial 
structure, like hadronic molecules.

u The observed pentaquarks are found to be just below the )$∗	*+
(,+-(/012)) and the 	)∗*+∗ (,+-(//42)) thresholds. Moreover, the #$∗	Λ(
threshold is only 25 MeV below the  #$	Σ( threshold. For this reason, 
the #$	Λ(	, #$∗	Λ( channels  are not irrelevant in the hidden-charm 
meson-baryon molecules.

In Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) no.1, 014018 Y. Yamaguchi and E.S. 
considered the hidden-charm pentaquarks as meson-baryon molecule 
with coupled channel systems for #$∗	Λ(, 	)∗*+∗, i. e. Λ(	, #$∗	Λ(, #$	Σ(, #$Σ(∗, 
#$∗	Σ( and #$∗Σ(∗ to predict the bound and the resonant states in the 
hidden- charm sector. The binding interaction between the meson and 
the baryon is given by the One Meson Exchange Potential (OMEP).



The hidden-charm pentaquarks as meson-baryon 
molecule with coupled channel systems for #$∗	Λ(

and 	)∗*+∗

u In particular the bound 
and resonant states  
with 7, = 0
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with isospin ; = <
9 are 

studied by solving the 
coupled channel   
equations.

u Free parameter of the 
model: the cut-off 
parameter =	;

u = is fixed to reproduce 
the heaviest resonant 
state ,+-(//42)



The hidden-charm pentaquarks as meson-baryon 
molecule with coupled channel systems for #$∗	Λ(

and 	)∗*+∗

Masses and widths of the two observed 
pentaquark states; BE AWARE: the mass of the 
lightest one is a prediction, while the mass of the 
heaviest is fitted to fix the cut-off parameter =

results



u In the current problem of pentaquark >(, there are two 
competing sets of degrees of freedom/channels: the meson-
baryon (MB) channels and the five-quark core.

CAN A COUPLE CHANNEL BETWEEN 
THE MB CHANNELS AND THE CORE CONTRIBUTION IMPROVE THE

DESCRIPTION of   PENTAQUARK STATES ?

The Model

Upgrade of the model:
Hidden-charm and bottom meson-baryon
molecules coupled with five-quark states



u Thidden-charm pentaquarks as #$	Λ(	, #$∗	Λ(, #$	Σ(,
#$∗	Σ(, #$Σ(∗, ?@A		#$ ∗Σ(∗, and molecules coupled to the five-quark 
states

ADDITION OF THE CORE CONTRIBUTION
u For the first time some predictions for the hidden  bottom  

pentaquarks as #$	Λ(	, #$∗	Λ(, #$	Σ(, #$∗	Σ(, #$Σ(∗ and #$∗Σ(∗ molecules 
coupled to the five-quark states are provided.

u In particular, by solving the coupled channel SchrB̈dinger 
equation, we study the the bound and resonant  hidden-charm 
and hidden-bottom pentaquark states for CD 	= E

F
:
, GF
:

, HF
:

and 
isospin I = E

F	 .

Coupled channel between the meson-
baryon states and the five quark states



The meson-baryon channels describe the dynamics at long 
distances, while the five-quark  part describes the 
dynamics at short distances (of the order of 1 fm or less).

The Model
Hidden-charm and bottom meson-baryon
molecules coupled with five-quark states

Kinetic energy 
and OPEP of 
the Meson-
Baryon system

Kinetic energy and 
harmonic
oscillator potential 
of the five quark 
states.

proportional to the  
spectroscopic 
factors KLM: 

NLO
4P = −R	SKLMKOM	T:UV

9
�

M



u The BOUND AND RESONANT STATES are obtained by 
solving the coupled-channel SchrB̈dinger equation with 
the One Pion Exchange and the five-quark potentials

This is a very hard task!  
Powerfull numerical method are needed in order to solve 

the coupled channel problem.

Numerical methods



)$	X+
)$∗	X+
)$	*+

)$∗*+∗

)$*+∗
)$∗	*+

The lowest threshold )$	X+ is at 
/<40, /Y MeV and the state whose 
energy is lower than the threshold 
is a bound state.

Results for the hidden-charm sector

No resonant states and no bound states for RR2 = 2

In the hidden-charm sector the OPEP is not 
enough strong to produce bound and 
resonant  ,+ states.



An important and new result:

Dot-dashed lines are the Z[	Λ\ and  Z[∗	Λ\ thresholds. Dashed lines are the Z[	Σ\, Z[Σ\∗ , 
Z[∗	Σ\ and Z[∗Σ\∗ thresholds.

Hot topic:
First results for 

the hidden-bottom sector

]$	X]
]$∗	X]

]$	*]
]$*]∗
]$∗	*]
]$∗*]∗

As a matter of fact, we have found that, unlike the charm-sector, in 
which the five quark potential is needed to produce bound states, in 
the bottom sector only the OPEP provides sufficiently strong attraction 
to generate several bound and resonant states.

Many ]$	X] and  ]$∗	X]
bound states appear.

Some  ]$	X] bound 
states are produced 
even without 
introducing the 
five-quark potential !



Moreover, many states appear, when the 5q potential is
switched on.

Hot topic:
First Results for  the hidden-bottom sector

As a consequence, the hidden-bottom 
pentaquarks are more likely to form rather than 

the hidden-charm pentaquarks.

The hidden-bottom sector is the more 
interesting environment to search the 

pentaquark states 
We suggested to the experimentalists 

to look for further pentaquark states in the bottom region.



Ø In the hidden bottom sectom, the kinetic energy 
of the meson-baryon system is suppressed with 

respect to the charm sector due to the higher 
reduced mass of the system. 

Hot topic:
First results for 

the hidden-bottom sector

Ø In the hidden-bottom sector, the 
OPEP is strong enough to produce 
resonant or bound states since the 
suppression of the kinetic energy 
and also  due to the mixing effect 

enhanced by the small mass 
splitting between ],]∗ and *], *]∗

Why so more likely to find bound 
and resonant states in the bottom 

sector?



• What does it happen if one consider a coupled channel
MB-core with a OMEP( One Meson Exchange Potential)?

• So far in our analysis we have studied only the negative 
parity states dominated by the s-wave configurations. For 
positive parity states, we need p-wave excitations for 
both

meson-baryon and for 5q states. 

These task require further technical developments which will 
be a future work.

Task for the future



Many ]$	X] and  
]$∗	X] bound 
states appear.

The  ]$	X]
bound states
are pruduced
even without 
introducing the 
five-quark 
potential !

Example: the 7^ = <
9
:

state

Hot topic:
Results for 

the hidden-bottom sector

]$	X]
]$∗	X]

]$	*]
]$*]∗
]$∗	*]
]$∗*]∗



Why does the introduction of the core contribution 
bring about the appearance of bound and resonant 
states?

Results for the hidden-charm sector

Assuming that the _H`abc and _d$abc_efabc are the same, the overlap between the MB 
configuration and the five quark configuration is given by the color, spin and 
flavor parts (CSF):

The Meson-Baryon  wave function in the coordinate space is given by:

KLM is the spectroscopic factor 
the transition 	L|M 



Why does the introduction of the core contribution 
bring about the appearance of bound and resonant 
states?

Results for the hidden-charm sector

The transition amplitude for the Meson-Baryon channel to the five quark channels is 
given by:   

From a simple quark model calculation hH`i 	≫ 	kd +kef (this holds even more in 
the bottom sector), then we may further approximate

This makes the five quark potential attractive for both  the 
hidden-charm and hidden-bottom sectors



In the hidden-charm sector we do not 
obtain any states only with the OPEP, 
corresponding to the result at mmn = 0, 
while the bound and resonant states 
appear by increasing the strength p of 
the 5q potential:

In the charm-sector the OPEP is not 
enough strong to produce bound and 
resonant  Pc states.

No resonant and no bound states 
without adding the five-quark 
potential

Results for the hidden-charm sector

• Observations

)$	X+

)$∗	X+
)$	*+
)$*+∗
)$∗	*+
)$∗*+∗



Results for the hidden-charm sector

Comparison with the observed pentaquark states

• For the 7, = 0
9
:

state, close to the )$∗	*+ threshold, we predict a 
mass of around 4460 MeV and a width of 20 MeV; these 
values are in good agreement with the observed heaviest 
pentaquark, while the spin-parity of the obtained state is not 
the one suggested by the LHCb collaboration.

• For the 7, = 4
9
:

state, close to the )$*+∗ threshold,
the obtained mass of 4380 MeV is in agreement with the    
mass reported by LHCb, However, the obtained width around 
6 MeV is rather different from the reported width of 205 MeV.



The overall strength f is a free parameter while
pq	 was fixed  from the #$∗	Σ( diagonal term of the OPEP:

Bound and resonant state energies of the hidden-charm molecules (solid lines) with various coupling 
constants f. Dot-dashed lines are the #$	Λ( and  #$∗	Λ( thresholds. Dashed lines are the #$	Σ(, #$Σ(∗, #$∗	Σ( and 
#$∗Σ(∗ thresholds.

Filled circle is the starting point where the states appear.

Results for the hidden-charm sector

)$	X+

)$∗	X+
)$	*+
)$*+∗
)$∗	*+
)$∗*+∗



The lowest threshold
#$	Λ( is at 4153,46
MeV and the state 
whose energy is 
lower than the 
threshold is a bound 
state.

Results for the hidden-charm sector

Example: the 7, = <
9
:

state

)$	X+

)$∗	X+
)$	*+

)$∗	*+
)$*+∗

)$∗*+∗



Example: the 7^ = 0
9
:

state

Hot topic:
Numerical results for 
the hidden-bottom 

sector



Example: the 7^ = 4
9
:

state

Hot topic:
Numerical results for 
the hidden-bottom 

sector



The Model

R is the only free parameter of the model: we use make the 
approximation (reasonable) that the off diagonal terms of the 
coupled channel Hamiltonian are proportional to the 
spectroscopic factors between the Meson-Baryon channel L and 
the five quark channel M:


